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Kids have all sorts of big feelings. They may feel sad, nervous,

or frustrated, just to name a few feelings. And they may have

trouble calming down.  Sesame Street to the rescue, once

again!Through videos with some our favorite Sesame Street

characters, the Muppets are here to offer some pretty fabulous

kid-appropriate calming techniques. Continue Reading Here
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How Story Time Builds Attachment
and the Science Behind It

Any parent, grandparent, or teacher who has told stories to

their children will recognize that at the end of a good story,

you don’t just walk away with a good story – the two of you

feel closer. Why? Doctors call this attachment. And to

understand how it works we have to shift our perspective for

a moment from the story itself to the relationship that arises

between speaker and listener during a story.There is a lot of

research available on the subject of storytelling today. It

helps people focus, remember information, develop empathy,

and navigate difficult life events. It also happens to be a lot

of fun. Continue Reading Here

https://kidsactivitiesblog.com/139328/sesame-street-calming-techniques/?fbclid=IwAR0TtWmwKYCkiWF57BJKiXB6QmJCur19rdqCVR8J7NhDFYsc3fA9jXrCCRY
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/adoption-identity-inter-generational-family-impact/id1088504227?i=1000492584368
https://www.npr.org/sections/codeswitch/2018/03/10/588306001/can-you-lose-a-language-you-never-knew
https://adopted-feels.simplecast.com/episodes/nine-years-later-alyson-yost
https://howtotellstoriestochildren.com/blog1/how-storytelling-builds-attachment-and-the-science-behind-it?fbclid=IwAR3xgHVBP0ih-wu-reHxMROwQ9rzyKgS7MyCxYjRB5OubT7wvZnpdHEMiRo


LET’S TALK ABOUT LANGUAGE. Adoption AND

language. I write ‘and’ with capital letters because rather

than using the combined form Adoption Language, I

think separating the two will help us as we take a closer

look at how language relates to adoption, what happens

when we try to control it, and why I call for an

alternative to looking at positive versus negative

language in relation to adoption. Adoption AND

language. To me, adoption language as one combined

term suggests that there is such a thing as a specific

language that should or could be applied when talking

about adoption. It turns language about adoption into a

stagnant concept with limits and a frame to stay within

when we are talking about adoption.What happens if we

separate the two? Continue Reading Here

Adoption and Language

"I believe one of the most sacrificial acts of love
adoptive parents can do is to give up their

preconceptions and agendas about what their child's
views 'should' be and be open to hear the conflicting

emotions and thoughts their child often experiences."
- Sherrie Eldridge
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https://thisadopteelife.com/adoption-and-language/
https://open.spotify.com/episode/4OJqojHTWyXvSY4g4ZTTde
https://www.rottentomatoes.com/m/three_identical_strangers
https://traumainformedparent.com/
http://www.adoptionlcsw.com/2013/01/meet-robinsons-adoption-movie-guide.html
https://www.youtube.com/c/WokeKindergarten/videos
https://www.youtube.com/c/WokeKindergarten/videos

